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Design decisions are more effective when they are based on a 
solid understanding of behaviour
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Avoid jumping to the first solution that comes to mind…
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1920s
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Avoid jumping to the first solution that comes to mind…

Idea: Printing tiny 
books which 

people can read 
with a magnifying 

glass!

Problem:
Printing 

books is too 
expensive

1920s
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Electric vehicle charge points – not designed with disabled 
users in mind

2020s
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Double diamond approach

The ‘double diamond’ (Design Council)
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Exploring how to ensure future automated passenger 
services are accessible

• What challenges might disabled people face in interacting 
with new automated transport technologies?

• What are the potential benefits of automated transport for 
disabled people?

• To what extent is accessibility currently being considered in 
the design and development of automated transport 
technologies and services? How does this align with the 
needs of disabled people, and what can be done to 
improve the approach?

• What examples of good practice are emerging in this area 
to guide future developments?
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Exploring how to ensure future automated passenger 
services are accessible

Evidence 
review

Industry 
stakeholder 
engagement

Focus groups and 
survey with 

disabled users

Usability trials 
with disabled 

users

Nov 2023-Jan 2024 Jan-March 2024 March-April 2024

Final 
reporting 

May 2024Aug-Nov 2023
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▪ Disabled people experience obstacles across 
all stages of the journey when using non-
automated transport 

▪ Likely to be the same with automated 
transport services too 

▪ Vast majority of the evidence reviewed 
related to visually and mobility impaired 
participants

▪ Many of the papers did not fully investigate 
how to make automated vehicles accessible 
for disabled people. 

Evidence review – findings
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▪ Accessible vehicles will improve journeys for all, not just those who 
consider themselves to have a disability. 

Interviews – emerging thoughts

▪ Some assumptions that any guidance will copy existing guidance, e.g., 
PSVAR regulations – but is there any opportunity to make better 
guidance?

▪ Some developers are seeing an opportunity to design the 'form factor' 
from scratch to improve accessibility – but for others, the focus is less on 
accessibility and more on getting the autonomous technology to work.

▪ Debate about whether it’s possible to have one-size-fits-all vehicle 
solutions, or whether there needs to be a range. 
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What people say or recall or imagine is often different to how 
they actually behave.

It’s useful to mix survey/interviews with observation to reveal a 
fuller picture of behaviour.

Next steps: focus groups, survey and usability trials 
with disabled users
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Evaluation of the Mobility Credits trial initiative in Coventry

• The Coventry Mobility Credits scheme offered residents of 
Coventry the opportunity to exchange an old, polluting 
vehicle for £3,000 worth of Mobility Credits. 

• These credits could be exchanged on public transport 
(including bus, tram, and train), alternative transport 
services such as taxis, car sharing, and bike sharing or used 
for purchasing a bike or cycling accessories.

• Data were collected from participants of the scheme and 
non-participants (i.e., people who were not involved with 
the scheme).
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Research activities

2021 20232022

P: Registration survey

P: During survey

P: Exit survey

P: Registration 
interviews

P: During interviews

P: Exit interviews
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▪ Trains, Uber, other taxis and buses were the modes of transport being 
used most by the largest proportion of participants; these modes were 
all used by over 50% of the sample. 

▪ Most participants were using the credits to travel for leisure journeys, 
rather than commuting or school trips. Taxis, trains and bus were the 
most popular options for this journey type. 

▪ For future leisure and commuting trips, participants reported they would 
be most likely to use their own vehicle or to walk (followed by buses, 
trains and taxis)

▪ At the end of the trial, 13 (out of 37) had bought a new car. 11 of these 
were petrol/diesel-fuelled. 

Key findings
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MOTIVATION    + ABILITY =   BEHAVIOUR 

“I want to do it” “I can do it”

Based on the B-MAP model of behaviour (Fogg): https://behaviordesign.stanford.edu/resources/fogg-behavior-model

And the COM-B model of behaviour (MIchie et al.)

https://behaviordesign.stanford.edu/resources/fogg-behavior-model
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It’s necessary to support both motivation and ability in order to 

enable the outcome you’re looking for

People can want to do something, but that’s no good if the environment 
isn’t designed in a way to allow it.

The environment can be designed to enable certain activities, but that’s no 
good if people don’t want to do them.
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Design decisions are more effective when they are based on a solid 

understanding of behaviour.

What people say or recall or imagine is often different to how they 

actually behave.

It’s necessary to support both motivation and ability in order to 

enable the outcome you’re looking for.
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Questions? 

Annabel Knightley
aknightley@trl.co.uk
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